
Alebo Hotel is a cultural relic typical for the time it was built - a "hydro" 
from 1897, traditionally made of wood. It was established at the health spring 
which has been known since the 16th century. The hotel was in the first years 
solely functioning as a health resort and bath. The drinking of spring water 
was combined with various health baths - all under medical supervision. 
Today the well is still running and our guests can freely enjoy the mineral 
water. 

 
The hotel has accommodations for 14 guests in the main building but also 19 
beds in annexes. The annex by the lake has sauna and is built in plain, 
countrified woodsman style. Here we have our little beach and the boats. The 
lake is 10 miles long. Alebo has its own forest at your disposal. Here you 
may meet a moose! 
 
All of the rooms in the main building are large and bright equipped with 
shower, toilet and TV.  In the common lounge you find TV (satellite and 
DVD), open fireplace and exit to the balcony with a fantastic view over the 
lake Unnen. All the rooms in our annex have own bathroom and just a few 
steps to the lakeshore. Everywhere in our facility you can use our 24 MB/s 
wireless broadband for free. 
 
The restaurant can serve parties up till 50 persons. We also have a café/bar 
with a fireplace. A small conference room for 20 persons can be booked, and 
we have all the equipment you need including 24 MB/s wireless broadband. 
 
Food and drinks are an essential part of a perfect holiday. The restaurant 
serves exiting and varied dishes according to the offers of the season’s raw 
materials. The kitchen is a mixture of Danish, Swedish and French cooking 
with attached importance to natural products of forest field and lake e.g. 
moose and fish. We make it a point of honour that our guests are full when 
leaving the table, so that they are well prepared for the meeting with the fresh 
air from the forest and the beautiful nature. As regards to groups we are 
willing to arrange the menu with the organizer in order to maintain a good 
and high service standard. The hotel has license to serve alcohol and our price 
policy makes it possible to have beer, good wine etc. with your food or by the 
fireplace. We also have service in the garden. 
 
Alebo Pension is situated in Halland (landscape Småland) immediate by the 
15 km long lake Unnen. Here is everything from the whistling spruce forest, 

clear birch groves and waste rocky islands to preserved bird sanctuaries and 
roaring brooks in a geologically exiting landscape.  
 
Unnaryd is an old cultural village with a rich and exciting farming culture 
and a lively craftsman tradition. Unnaryd can offer handicraft (hemslöjd) and 
the finest museum in Sweden showing the unique "bonads" paintings. Within 
a modest distance you will find the Chalander Museum (cabinet making and 
clocks) in Jälluntofta, "Friesminnet" (museum for mushrooms) in Femsjö and 
"Brunnsbacka Sågkvarn", and old combined water mill and saw mill. 
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